
Dear Harry, 	 12/12/91 

Hasty response to your 12/10, having lost yesterday with a trip to uopkins and 

having, among other things, heavy mail to address, yours first. 

0n the back of the envelope you asked "Did you call(iroden?"  No)  and I wonft. I've 

not heard from his local paper, either. I presume it was in touch with him. He also has 

not phoned me. 

You refer to Xrays of the skull and to a broken bone. I hope not there! 

You have a free-standing sentende that makes no sense—It read:"* pages on 

Groden I wrote."  I do not knou !hat this means. Uless you had something in particular 

, 
in mid, forget this. 

"Do you think Lane fabricated things?"  Almost his enttr4 very bad book. Do you need 

more than his claim to have published the first book on the WC and to have brought to light 

all that came out under FOIA? 

You ask if I can help you with a new chapter on Garrison, Stone and the Shaw trial 

that yotir publisher wants. I can but I can t take much time for it. I did not spend any 

time on Shaw when I was in N.O. but I have on Stone and the movie and I know what did and 

did not hapuen at t Shaw trial and that when before they started impanalling the jury 

I learned with some she& what their alleged case was I predicted they would lose and 

deserved to. I had months earlier agreed to be thetr "Dealey Plaza expert"  and the Times 

actually said I was siting at the counsel table but in fact I was never in the courtroom 

and never laid eyes on Sh4c 

If it suits you I suggest that you decide what you want to do and say and prepare 

the questions you Kant to ask me or to indocate the explanations you'd like and theqat 

a time whenl'm not tied up phone and be prepared to tape it because so much of it is new 

to you. 

The Hopkins neurologist yesterday ordered continuation of the physical therapy. This 

means that three days a week I have both blood tests and this therapy and that is a big 

hu?dk of those days. In additon, there is TV interest in Stone. CBS interviewed me and is 
4 

to air that tomorrow's evening news. Nightline is to come up and there may be others as the 
A 	

eitX 
story burgeons. So please prepare yourself as carefully as you can so you can get mostiof 

it and that it takes less time when I have so little now. 

I pr4sume xt Crouch sent you the Delaware bounty paper. If so please thank him for me 

when you are in touch and give him my best wishes. 

If you want to use the interview as an inter ieu, OK with me. I can Ove you much on 

the Garrison/Stone deal and on what -L  told Stone about Garrison some time before he 

started shooting film. Some of it is hilarious, some gruesome and ridiculous and I think 

will make good copy and is perhaps better becsuse 1  warned tong in advance. Best, 


